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Hypeloot 


	Earn up to $12000 USDT Daily
	Join 170.000+ Users
	First-Ever AI Gaming Platform
	Live since 2022
	Start instantly
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SirWin 


	Welcome Offer: 550% Up to 1500$ + $400 FreeChip
	Welcome Offer Mega pack: 600% Up to 4250$ + 250$ FreeChip
	%100 500$ Slot Bonus
	%100 500$ Sport Bonus
	%15 Casino Cashback
	%20 Sport Deposit Bonus
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BitStarz 


	Award-Winning Crypto Casino
	Get 5 BTC + 200 Free Spins
	Record Win - $2.4 Million!
	4500+ Top-quality games
	Get your winnings in minutes
	Join & Win today!
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FUD in Cryptocurrency Trading 


The acronym "FUD" is popularly used in crypto, standing for "Fear, Uncertainty, and Doubt". FUD is synonymous with fake news... 



Read more →






Impermanent Loss in DeFi 


In automated market maker (AMM) systems, impermanent loss is the loss that a market maker incurs when the price of... 



Read more →






Overbought in Trading 


Overbought is a trading term that describes a situation where a particular crypto asset increases in value on account of... 



Read more →






Block Reward in Crypto 


In the world of cryptocurrency, miners or validators are rewarded tokens for confirming or validating transactions on the blockchain. In... 



Read more →
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The FTX Customer Ad-Hoc Committee has over 1,400 signups and $700,000 in claims. 
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The URF meme coin team committed a rug pull and disappeared with 2,400 SOL collected during the coin's presale. 
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The Bank for International Settlements unveiled Project Agorá, an initiative to explore the potential of tokenization to enhance the efficiency of global financial systems. 
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CoinGecko analysts found that, on average, the value of Bitcoin skyrocketed following the coin's previous halving cycles. 
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During the first quarter of 2024, the crypto market showcased a dynamic performance across various narratives, with meme coins, real-world assets, and AI tokens leading in profitability. 
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Cryptocurrency balances on KuCoin’s exchange fell across multiple digital assets as the platform navigates a regulatory probe involving its founders.  
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Want to know what is Hashcash? It’s the original PoW system, inspiring Bitcoin. Dive in and learn how it laid... 
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The Ethereum network's net profit amounted to $369.11 million in the first quarter of 2024, which is 209.5% more than in the same period last year. 
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Developer Andre Cronje published a post questioning whether Ethena will be the next UST. 
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BTC, ETH see dip; Pullix platform’s rise offers new opportunities  





As Bitcoin and Ethereum face significant dips, falling below key price thresholds, the new Pullix platform emerges as a lead option for investors looking for growth opportunities. #sponsored 
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Explore the Bitcoin Ponzi scheme debate. Check the criticisms, Ponzi explanation, and why Bitcoin isn't one. 
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Binance requests release of detained employee in Nigeria  





Binance has asked the Nigerian government to free one of its two arrested employees after the other reportedly escaped custody late last month.  
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Indian crypto investors are witnessing a new sort of cryptocurrency scam where bad actors are masquerading as job recruiters and... 
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Lithuania is set to sharply reduce the number of crypto firms in the country as it tightens regulations and issues... 
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How do recent market trends and whale behavior compare to previous cycles, and what implications do they hold for investors amid the upcoming halving? 
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Hut 8 CEO predicts a decline in Bitcoin mining bankruptcies due to changes in financing dynamics and increased merger and... 
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CoinDCX partners with Mesh to streamline crypto transactions for users 





CoinDCX, a leading crypto exchange in India, has partnered up with Mesh, a US company specializing in finance solutions, aiming... 
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Crypto community raising ETH to evacuate civilians from Gaza 





As the tensions between Gaza and Israel continue, Ethereum community member Kat has started an ETH-powered campaign to help evacuate... 
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Ethereum, Solana, KangaMoon emerge as key players to consider 





Ethereum and Solana maintain their growth trajectories, while KangaMoon emerges as a promising meme coin contender with significant community engagement and presale momentum. #sponsored 
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AssangeDAO sparks rug pull concerns with suspicious transfers 





Transfers from AssangeDAO’s address raise concerns of possible rug pulls, prompting scrutiny over transparency and financial practices. Having launched in... 
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Bitcoin advocate Max Keiser slams Javier Milei’s crypto policy 





Max Keiser, advisor to El Salvador President Nayib Bukele on Bitcoin (BTC) matters, has called out Argentina’s president Javier Milei... 
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Wormhole unveils roadmap for W token debut on Solana 





Cross-chain messaging protocol Wormhole has unveiled a roadmap for the W token, which will first debut on the Solana network.... 
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Elastos (ELA) surges 45% after major crypto exchange listing 





Elastos (ELA), the native token of the decentralized blockchain platform aimed at creating a secure and scalable Internet, experienced a... 
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Will MiCA regulation end Tether’s dominance in the EU?  





In a crypto.news exclusive, Merkle Science Policy Director Natalia Latka discusses how the MiCA regulation will impact USDT and other stablecoins in the EU. 
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Largest ENA airdrop recipient missed out on over $1 million profit 





The largest recipient of the Ethena Labs airdrop aimed for immediate profit and missed out on $1 million in extra... 
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Bitcoin investors in Asia face volatility over automated ETF trading bots 





Asia-based Bitcoin investors face market volatility as automated trading bots react to data from U.S. Bitcoin ETFs, potentially influencing market... 
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crypto.news is a leading name in the cryptocurrency news space, providing the latest and most relevant updates on Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Ripple ecosystems. Setting the industry standard in journalism, crypto.news covers a wide array of topics ranging from Bitcoin, Ethereum, altcoins, regulations, NFTs, DeFi, Metaverse, and blockchain technology. Our reporters and technical analysts are always striving to not only be the earliest but also the most accurate to offer the latest developments in the crypto industry to our readers across the globe as we keep a close eye on all the price action in the industry, including Bitcoin price and Ethereum price. crypto.news also offers an opportunity to earn free Bitcoin through a range of Bitcoin faucets. To stay updated with the latest in Bitcoin News, Ethereum News, Ripple News, and all other developments in the digital assets industry, follow crypto.news.
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